Good morning [afternoon, evening], and welcome. Thank you for asking me here to talk
about prostitution and why we’re campaigning for the Nordic Model.
This slide shows a quote from a women who was in prostitution for 19 years from when she
was 18.
-------------------------------

Note to presenters: the text and links below the dotted line are for reference only and are not
part of the script.
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As I mentioned, we’re campaigning for the Nordic Model (which is also known as the Sex
Buyer Law). This is an approach to prostitution that was pioneered in Sweden and has now
also been adopted in Norway, Iceland, Canada, France, Ireland (North and South) and most
recently, Israel. We’ll go into it in more detail later but, as well as criminalising pimps and
traffickers, it has three key elements:
1. It completely decriminalises all those who are prostituted.

2. It provides services to help them leave.
3. And prostitution buying becomes a criminal offence – with the key aim of reducing the
demand that drives sex trafficking.
------------------------------http://nordicmodelnow.org/what-is-the-nordic-model/
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Now, back to the survivor, whose beautiful quotation we saw in the first slide. She did
manage to get out – after 19 years. She lives in Australia, where the sex trade is
decriminalised in some states. She says how, when she was trying to get out, she kept
thinking: “It’s legal so it can’t be that bad.” So she told herself to handle it and kept on,
“despite that it was a life of utter misery.”
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No-one warned her what it would be like and how it would affect her over time.
She has spoken in schools, because she wants young people to know the truth about
prostitution and how damaging it is to women’s wellbeing.
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This photo shows women in an asbestos factory. It was taken in 1918, when few people
knew that asbestos causes fatal lung diseases, and a slow and painful early death.
Now the damage is undisputed and a full ban came into force in the UK in 1999.
------------------------------https://mosaicscience.com/story/killer-dust
https://mosaicscience.com/extra/age-asbestos
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Before we look at the reality of prostitution, let’s just notice who does the buying and who is
bought and sold.
Almost all of the prostitution buyers – or punters as we sometimes call them – are male.
------------------------------At the Sex Trade Survivors’ Symposium in the House of Commons, Westminster, on 13 July
2016, Simon Häggström, a detective inspector working on prosecuting punters in Sweden
said that since 1999 they have not found a single female punter, in spite of looking for them.
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And the vast majority of those who are bought and sold in prostitution are female. Nowhere
in the world are there brothels full of men for the exclusive use of women.
In this talk we’ll refer to those who are bought and sold as women and girls. We’re doing
this for simplicity, and to emphasise the gendered nature of prostitution – and not to suggest
that it’s any less damaging to boys, men and transgendered people.
------------------------------http://tampep.eu/documents/TAMPEP%202009%20European%20Mapping%20Report.pdf
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This powerful painting is by Suzzan Blac, a survivor of prostitution and sex trafficking.
Girls don’t generally grow up wanting to be in prostitution. So who are the girls and young
women who end up in it, and what has happened to them?
------------------------------Artwork by Suzzan Blac:
http://www.suzzanb.com/the_things_that_people_dont_like_to_talk_about.php
http://www.antipornography.org/suzzan-blac-sex-trafficking-story.html
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Testimony from survivors and studies of women and girls in prostitution consistently show
that many, often as many as a third, were in local authority care as children; about half
started in prostitution before they were 18, or when they were homeless; about half were
coerced into it by someone; and about three quarters had been abused as children.
------------------------------These statistics come from two UK studies:
Government’s 2004 Paying the Price consultation
http://news.bbc.co.uk/nol/shared/bsp/hi/pdfs/16_07_04_paying.pdf
Eaves’ Breaking Down the Barriers study
http://i4.cmsfiles.com/eaves/2012/11/Breaking-down-the-barriers-a37d80.pdf
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In recent years there’s been a huge increase in poverty in the UK, as a result of things like
government austerity policies, low wages, zero-hour contracts, student fees, and benefit cuts
and sanctions. This has hit women, especially single mothers, hardest.
The recent film, I, Daniel Blake, showed single mum, Katie, turning to prostitution as a last
resort. Agencies who work with women in prostitution are reporting that they’re seeing this
all over the country: desperate women turning to prostitution to provide for their children.

------------------------------http://nordicmodelnow.org/2016/10/27/a-review-of-i-daniel-blakes-portrayal-of-prostitution/
http://www.thestar.co.uk/news/sheffield-women-being-forced-into-prostitution-by-benefitcuts-1-8213743
http://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/303927/A_Re
view_of_the_Literature_on_sex_workers_and_social_exclusion.pdf
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You can see here that a pimp earns on average £70 per hour per woman. Compare that to the
adult minimum wage of £7.83. So we can see that pimping is extremely lucrative.
But no one really wants to have sex with up to 20 strangers a day – so pimping invariably
involves force and coercion.
-------------------------------

http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/romanian-girls-trafficked-sold-sex-3175123
https://www.gov.uk/national-minimum-wage-rates
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So what do we mean by grooming? Typically a pimp starts by playing on her need for love
and attention, and her desire for a better life and nice things. He introduces commercial sex
by saying he has an urgent need for money, ‘If you love me, you’ll do this,’ he says. Soon
this changes to: ‘You are just a whore. My whore!’ He continues alternating emotional
manipulation and violence, while living on her earnings, for as long as she lasts.
There’s simply no way that most girls and young women, especially those from troubled
backgrounds and local authority care, have the life experience and confidence to understand
the ulterior motives behind this type of manipulation, and to resist it.
------------------------------http://www.prostitutionresearch.com/How%20prostitution%20works.pdf
http://www.prostitutionresearch.com/Boyer%20Who%20Pays%20the%20Price.pdf
https://reneejg.net/2017/01/17/grooming-literature/
Photo – a still from the My Dangerous Loverboy film: http://youtu.be/YEqBx6qJMyA
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I’m sure we’ve all heard of the cases of children being groomed by gangs of men – for
example, in Oxford, Rotherham and Rochdale. In the Oxford case, there were an estimated
373 child victims, most of whom were girls, many from local authority care, some as young
as 11. They were sold to men for up to £600 an hour.
This is now referred to as “child sexual exploitation” (CSE) which makes it clear that the
child is not to blame. Unfortunately, however, it obscures the fact that ordinary men in the
community pay to rent the girls to use and abuse, and the huge profits that motivate the
pimps.
There’s evidence this is happening all over the UK.
------------------------------http://www.theguardian.com/uk/2013/may/14/oxford-gang-guilty-grooming-girls
http://dera.ioe.ac.uk/16067/1/FINAL_REPORT_FOR_WEBSITE_Child_Sexual_Exploitati
on_in_Gangs_and_Groups_Inquiry_Interim_Report__21_11_12.pdf
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Sex trafficking is a form of modern-day slavery. The internationally agreed definition is in a
UN treaty that’s known as the Palermo Protocol.
The key features of the protocol definition are using force or coercion, or taking advantage
of someone’s vulnerability, in order to exploit (i.e. profit from) their prostitution –
regardless whether the person is transported from place to place. Whether the person has
consented is also irrelevant, just like with slavery or torture.

------------------------------http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/ProtocolTraffickingInPersons.aspx
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The sex trafficking legislation in England and Wales is in the Modern Slavery Act.
Unfortunately, it doesn’t use the Palermo Protocol definition. Because, if it did, it would be
clear that sex trafficking is essentially the same as the vast majority of pimping. And
because the majority of women and girls in prostitution are pimped, this means that most
prostitution does actually meet the international definition of sex trafficking.
-------------------------------

http://nordicmodelnow.org/2016/08/09/response-to-theresa-mays-30-july-2016-statementon-modern-slavery/
http://www.rapeis.org/activism/prostitution/prostitutionfacts.html
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Or, as law professor, Catharine MacKinnon, put it, “sex trafficking is straight-up pimping.”
She says that, although no one defends sex trafficking, people try to redefine it to cover as
few cases as possible, so nothing has to change, and as a society we don’t have to look at
prostitution’s central role in it.
-------------------------------

http://www.prostitutionresearch.com/pdfs/MacKinnon%20(2011)%20Trafficking%20Prostit
ution%20and%20Inequality.pdf
http://www.rapeis.org/activism/prostitution/prostitutionfacts.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/13/magazine/the-return-of-the-sex-wars.html
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Human trafficking is not only a grotesque violation of human rights, it’s a lucrative crime. It
ranks as the world’s third most profitable crime after illicit drug and arms trafficking.
This map shows how traffickers move women and girls around the world to meet the
insatiable appetite of men for prostitution. Thinking about global economics, we can see that
the countries of origin are poorer and the destination countries are wealthier.
------------------------------http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-33592634
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=48271#.WGJR0PmLS00
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Racism is a central feature of prostitution, with Black and Asian women subjected to some
of the worst brutality.
This slide shows a Hong Kong brothel advert that categorises the women by ethnic origin –
so race is being used as a key selling point of the women, who are being treated as a product
or commodity.
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It’s not possible to separate prostitution from pornography – not only because pornography
is itself filmed prostitution, and many of the actresses have been coerced into it and meet the
definition of being trafficked. But also because of pornography’s use in the grooming of
individual girls and young women into accepting prostitution and acts they would not
otherwise tolerate. In fact, you could say that the widespread availability of online porn
grooms all our young people into accepting prostitution and the objectification of women
and girls.

Ann Olivarius, a lawyer experienced in cases concerning the sex industry, says that some of
the most traumatised people she’s ever met are prostituted women whose customers have
acted out things they’ve seen in porn films on them.
------------------------------http://www.covenanteyes.com/2011/09/07/the-connections-between-pornography-and-sextrafficking/
http://www.mcolaw.com/blog/2016/1/4/i-clean-up-the-messes-of-the-porn-industry-whyare-we-still-questioning-whether-pornography-is-oppressive
http://www.antipornography.org/suzzan-blac-sex-trafficking-story.html
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In the next few slides, we’re going to look at the reality of prostitution, mostly using graphic
art. You may find this distressing, but we do need to face the reality, if we’re to understand
what is an appropriate solution.

20

So prostitution is deeply gendered. This slide shows a photo of women waiting for punters
in a Nevada brothel.
The flow of punters is unpredictable, and the women must maintain a state of perpetual
readiness, and compete against each other for the punters’ attention.
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And here we see women in a late 19th Century Parisian brothel lined up in their underwear
for a punter. Notice the punter is fully clad and he’s sizing them up as if they’re
merchandise. Notice the expressions on the women’s faces.
Compare their expressions with the punter’s.
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So what does he buy?
He buys the use of her body, including her vagina, rectum, mouth, and breasts. This is the
core of prostitution. This is not a service: rather he is renting the use of her body.
This autobiographical art, from the “Brothel Girl” Tumblr blog, brilliantly captures the
reality of prostitution. As we go through, notice the expression on her face.

------------------------------http://brothelgirl.tumblr.com/
http://www.nostatusquo.com/ACLU/dworkin/MichLawJourI.html
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So while he’s using her, she has to pretend she’s enjoying it, or she has to act out his fantasy,
and she has to pretend she thinks he’s great. No matter what she’s actually thinking or
feeling, she has to maintain this pretence.
This is part of the deal. Part of what he’s buying.
-------------------------------

http://brothelgirl.tumblr.com/
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He buys the “right” to say whatever he wants – no matter how insulting. Punters commonly
call her things like “bitch” and “whore.” That’s part of the deal too.
------------------------------http://brothelgirl.tumblr.com/
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He buys the “right” to be in control.
Here we see him engaging in “reverse oral” or cunnilingus. This is a fairly standard part of
indoor prostitution.
I’m going to read out the text because it might be a bit hard to see from the back. Starting in
the top left corner, she’s thinking, “Jesus Christ, there’s nothing worse than this.” In the next
one, she’s thinking, “Why? Why directly on the clit?” In the bottom left she’s thinking,
“Now he’s sucking on it!” And in the final one we see him thinking, “Wow, she loves this!”
Clearly this is not about him having a sexual climax; it’s about him demanding that she has
a sexual response to him. Maybe that helps him pretend it’s a consensual arrangement.
------------------------------http://brothelgirl.tumblr.com/
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The prostitution encounter takes place outside normal social conventions. In the words of
Julia O’Connell Davidson, he’s allowed to treat her as if she’s socially dead; as if she’s not a
human being. Or in the words of a survivor, “like a public toilet.”
And if we think back to the expressions of the women in the line-up, she’s expected to look
willing. And the punter interprets this as a free choice to engage in the encounter.
------------------------------http://brothelgirl.tumblr.com/
Prostitution, Power and Freedom by Julia O’Connell Davidson
http://eu.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-0745668097.html
“I was used like a public toilet” is a quote from a prostitution survivor at Nottingham
Women’s Conference, 2013.
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So what does it mean for society if we can treat some people as if they’re not human
beings?
------------------------------http://www.telegraph.co.uk/tv/2016/10/12/forget-westworld-theres-a-real-life-campaignagainst-sex-robots/
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And what does it mean for her?
Think about your own response to a stranger groping your breasts or touching or assaulting
you sexually. Obviously responses vary but typically they’d include emotions like alarm,
disgust, fear, anger, violation.
Yet such acts are the essence of prostitution.
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So to exist in prostitution, you have to suppress your involuntary responses, and even
pretend you’re enjoying it.
This requires dissociating from your feelings, from your true self. This can cause long term
psychological difficulties.
And many women turn to drugs or alcohol just to endure it.

Although some women go into prostitution to fund a drug habit, it’s more common to turn to
drugs or alcohol once you’re in it – because it’s the only way you can bear it.
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Here’s a quote from a survivor of prostitution that illustrates this: “I’d numb my feelings…
I’d actually leave my body and go somewhere else with my thoughts and feelings until he
got off me and it was over with. I don’t know how else to explain it except it felt like rape. It
was rape to me.”
------------------------------http://demandchange.eu/
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Alice Glass says that all the prostituted women she met during her ten years in prostitution,
“carried with them the same bundles of neurosis, addiction and melancholy. Without
exception.”
------------------------------http://nordicmodelnow.org/testimonial/alice-glass/
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PTSD is an anxiety disorder that develops in response to traumatic or life-threatening
experiences, such as war, sexual assault, or accidents.
Symptoms can be physically and emotionally crippling and are sometimes delayed for
months or even years. And they’re usually worse when the trauma is deliberately inflicted
by a human being or repeated over time.
In one study, 68% of women in prostitution met the criteria for PTSD. This is a similar
prevalence to that seen in combat veterans.
------------------------------Melissa Farley and others – 9 Countries Study:
http://www.prostitutionresearch.com/pdf/Prostitutionin9Countries.pdf
http://www.trauma-and-prostitution.eu/en/2016/11/05/trauma-as-the-pre-condition-andconsequence-of-prostitution/

Artwork by Suzzan Blac:
http://www.suzzanb.com/the_things_that_people_dont_like_to_talk_about.php
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A German study based on medical examinations of 1,000 women in prostitution found that:
• Most suffer from chronic lower abdominal pain caused by inflammation and mechanical
trauma.
• Most show signs of premature ageing, a symptom of persistent stress.
• Most had injuries caused by the overuse of their delicate sexual organs and orifices.
• Most had injuries deliberately inflicted by punters.
These things make women more vulnerable to infections. Condoms don’t protect them from
any of it.
Financial or other pressures meant that most of the women had to continue in prostitution
even when they were in severe physical pain.
-------------------------------

http://banishea.wordpress.com/2016/11/20/data-on-women-in-prostitution-in-germanynumbers-health-working-conditions/
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So let’s look at that category of “injuries deliberately inflicted by punters.”
In this study women reported experiencing a staggering amount of physical violence from
punters. Nearly two thirds had been threatened with a weapon, nearly three quarters had
been physically assaulted, and more than half had been raped (which, in this context, means
unwanted sex for which they weren’t paid).
Of those who’d been raped, nearly 60% had been raped six or more times.
Other studies have found similar results and the testimony of survivors tells the same story.
------------------------------Melissa Farley and others – 9 Countries Study
http://www.prostitutionresearch.com/pdf/Prostitutionin9Countries.pdf
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For example, Brenda Myers-Powell who was in prostitution for 25 years, was shot five
times, stabbed more than 13 times, was beaten unconscious several times, had her arm and
nose broken, and two teeth knocked out.
------------------------------http://www.prostitutionresearch.com/Realy%20Worth%20It%20Brenda%20MyersPowell.pdf
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Prostituted women have an increased likelihood of being murdered. Mostly by punters and
pimps.
This figure shows the numbers (as at January 2019) of known recorded murders of
prostituted women over differing time periods in four EU countries, three of which
(Germany, Spain and The Netherlands) have some form of legalised prostitution, and one,
Sweden, has the Nordic Model.

While the Nordic Model doesn’t make prostitution safe – because nothing can – it does
reduce the amount that takes place, and therefore the number of new women being drawn
into it; and it provides genuine routes out for those already involved. If we look at the
murder statistics in these different countries, we can see strong evidence that this approach
works.
------------------------------http://nordicmodelnow.org/facts-about-prostitution/fact-prostitution-is-inherently-violent/
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But many murders of prostituted women go unreported.
Rebecca Mott, a survivor of indoor prostitution and campaigner for the Nordic Model says,
“It’s normal that the bodies of prostituted women and girls are made to disappear by the sex
trade profiteers. They get away with it because they assume no-one cares about their safety.
The prostituted are made to be isolated, and their disappearances often go unreported.”
------------------------------http://rebeccamott.net/
http://nordicmodelnow.org/testimonial/rebecca-mott/
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But it’s not just murder. Women in prostitution have a very high mortality rate. One study in
Canada estimated it to be 40 times higher than women in the general population. Women in
indoor prostitution in particular have a very high rate of suicide. In one study, 75% of
women in escort prostitution had attempted it.
------------------------------http://digitalcommons.law.seattleu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1814&context=sjsj
http://www.rapeis.org/activism/prostitution/prostitutionfacts.html
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This should not surprise us, because in study after study, most women say they want to leave
prostitution but have no other options for survival. In one study, 89% of the women
interviewed said this.
------------------------------Melissa Farley and others – 9 Countries Study

http://www.prostitutionresearch.com/pdf/Prostitutionin9Countries.pdf
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Most of the time, women continue because of an absence of viable alternatives. Let’s look at
why it’s so hard to get out.
Common factors include: having no training or qualifications, being dependent on drugs or
alcohol, being coerced by a “boyfriend” or pimp, having debts, and a criminal record.
Much unskilled women’s work requires a criminal record check. A criminal record therefore
rules out much potential work. This is one reason we’re not just campaigning for the
decriminalisation of those in prostitution, but also for the removal of their criminal records
for soliciting, and for high quality services that provide a genuine route out. And an end to
the structural inequality that leaves so many women in dire poverty.
------------------------------Eaves Breaking Down the Barriers study of how women exit prostitution
http://i4.cmsfiles.com/eaves/2012/11/Breaking-down-the-barriers-a37d80.pdf
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13545700600670434
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And when women do manage to get out, the effects continue. Angel, a survivor of
prostitution, says: “I’m still dealing with the aftermath of being in prostitution. I suffer
nightmares, flashbacks and am triggered by numerous things. I find it difficult to trust
people, particularly men, and still struggle massively around sex. I still dissociate, and feel
like I split off from myself. I still define myself by these experiences and it tears me apart
when programmes like, ‘Diary of a call girl’ are on TV. It makes me feel hopeless and
utterly and wretchedly alone, drowned out by the vast noise of the sex industry and its allpowerful lobbying.”
------------------------------http://demandchange.eu/testimonies
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So there we have it. For the women involved, prostitution brings a very high risk of longterm, serious, psychological and physical health problems, suicidal despair, being beaten up,
raped, and even murdered. No other occupation brings such high risks.
------------------------------Edvard Munch’s The Scream (public domain); National Gallery, Norway
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It is time for the perpetrators – the pimps and punters – to be held to account for this
mayhem they cause.
------------------------------http://seattleops.org/what-we-do/mens-accountability/
http://thefeministahood.wordpress.com/2015/04/27/prostitution-calling-for-a-newparadigm/
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So who are the punters?
They’re men of all ages, races, religions, and backgrounds. They’re rich and they’re poor.
No one knows exactly how many men do it. Estimates vary from about 10% to about 80%
of the adult male population.
To give a flavour of their attitudes we’ll look at a couple of quotes from punter forums
where they can enter reviews of the women they buy.
------------------------------http://www.prostitutionresearch.com/pdfs/Farleyetal2011ComparingSexBuyers.pdf
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“She was just like a piece of meat… I thought I’ve paid so I better fuck her hard! I decided
to put the legs on my shoulders and I was pumping hard!”
Notice how he refers to her legs as if they’re disembodied.
------------------------------http://nordicmodelnow.org/myths-about-prostitution/myth-punters-care-about-the-womenthey-buy/
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Here’s another one: “When I asked about anal I was told, not available on first meeting!
Well I ain’t starting a relationship with you, love. I just want to fuck you up the arse!”
------------------------------http://nordicmodelnow.org/myths-about-prostitution/myth-punters-care-about-the-womenthey-buy/

http://the-invisible-men.tumblr.com/
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Studies of punters find that they enjoy the lack of emotional involvement, and see the
women as commodities. One punter said: “Prostitution treats women as objects and not
human beings.”
The punters often voiced aggression towards women, and were nearly eight times as likely
as non-punters to say they’d rape if they could get away with it. Asked why he bought sex,
one man said he liked “to beat women up.”

Punters commit more crimes of every kind than non-punters, and commit every kind of
violence against women.
Let’s think about this for a minute. We saw earlier that prostitution involves sex with a
woman who doesn’t actually want it. Isn’t that the essence of rape? Does paying actually
change that? …
Is it any wonder then that prostitution buying makes men more likely to rape?
------------------------------ http://www.prostitutionresearch.com/Bennetts%20The%20John%20Next%20Door.pdf
 http://prostitutionresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Comparing-Sex-BuyersWith-Men-Who-Do-Not-Buy-Sex.pdf
 http://logosjournal.com/2016/farley-2/
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The results of the punter studies are borne out by studies that start by looking at violent
men. For example, here is a chart that shows the relative significance of different factors in
the lives of rapists. The bigger the circle, the more important the factor is.
Not surprisingly, “transactional sex,” i.e. prostitution buying, (which is highlighted in
yellow) is the second-biggest factor and it dwarfs things like men having been victims of
childhood abuse.

The results for men who are violent to their partners were similar.
As we can see, this shows a very high correlation between purchasing sex and raping
women – so it suggests that prostitution buying itself makes men more violent.
------------------------------2013 UN Multi-Country Study on Men and Violence in Asia and the Pacific
http://www.svri.org/sites/default/files/attachments/2016-07-19/RBAP-Gender-2013-P4PVAW-Report-Summary.pdf
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There are generally few consequences for punters. But occasionally men in the public eye
are exposed. Here are a few of them. They include senior politicians, financiers, celebrities
and sportsmen. These are the types of men who have power, who control our culture and
laws. So perhaps it’s not surprising that prostitution is normalised, trivialised and
glamorised, everywhere.
-----------------------------------------------• Barney Frank – US congressman & board member of New York-based Signature Bank.
• Charlie Sheen – Successful US actor and film star
• Eliot Spitzer – US politician and former governor of New York.
• Jeffrey Epstein – US financier
• Jerry Springer – US TV presenter
• Jimmy Swaggart – US Christian evangelist
• Max Mosley – Former president of the FIA, the governing body for Formula One.
• Keith Vaz – Senior UK MP and former chair of a parliamentary committee conducting an
inquiry into prostitution.
• Silvio Berlusconi – Italian media tycoon and former Prime Minister of Italy
• Wayne Rooney – UK footballer and captain of the England national team.

http://www.ranker.com/list/celebrities-who-have-been-caught-with-hookers-v1/greg
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/married-mp-keith-vaz-tells-8763805
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Before we go on to look at potential solutions, we’ll take a short break.
It’s now _________. Let’s start back at __________.
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Welcome back. In the first part of this presentation, we looked at the problem. Now we’re
going to look at possible solutions.
We’ll look briefly at five possibilities – two of which, Health & Safety and Harm Reduction
are policy approaches, and three – Legalisation, Full Decriminalisation and the Nordic
Model – are legal models.
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Many people argue that prostitution would be safer if it came under Health and Safety.
But in any other occupation where there’s a risk of exposure to body fluids, you have to
wear masks, gloves, goggles, and protective clothing, like the dentist in the picture.
Condoms slip and break, and punters refuse to wear them. And they don’t protect from
saliva, sweat and other body fluids. Or from injuries and inflammation caused by friction,
and prolonged and heavy pounding.
Or from the psychological damage or deliberate physical violence.
------------------------------http://nordicmodelnow.org/myths-about-prostitution/myth-regulation-makes-prostitutionsafe/
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Health and safety standards require employers to rethink working practices to eliminate
unreasonable risk. Given the level of damage to those in prostitution, this would require
participants to wear full protective clothing and the prohibition of any intimate contact. This
would, of course, change the nature of prostitution itself.
When it’s not possible to make work safe, industries that are not essential are closed down –
like the asbestos industry was closed down.

---------------------------------------------http://logosjournal.com/2014/watson/
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Next we’ll look at legalisation.
This photo shows Eddie Hayson, an Australian brothel owner, who’s in favour of
legalisation, because it redefines him from a pimp to a respectable business man.
------------------------------http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/eddie-hayson-how-one-of-australias-biggestpunters-lost-a-52-million-bet-declaring-himself-insolvent/newsstory/f8fd21ace2b5a10c6ac00c7c03dfbf11
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We’ll use Germany as a case study. Germany legalised prostitution in 2002.
------------------------------http://www.feministcurrent.com/2016/05/09/legalization-has-turned-germany-into-thebordello-of-europe-we-should-be-ashamed/
http://www.trauma-and-prostitution.eu/en/2016/11/02/the-german-model-is-producing-hellon-earth/
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So what’s happened in Germany? Prostitution is now big business, and generates large tax
revenues for the government. There are about 3,500 registered brothels and large numbers of
smaller unregistered ones in neighbourhoods throughout the country.
Advertising is almost everywhere. Although it’s prohibited in some areas, that doesn’t stop
advertising trucks driving through and parking.
------------------------------http://www.feministcurrent.com/2016/05/09/legalization-has-turned-germany-into-thebordello-of-europe-we-should-be-ashamed/
http://www.trauma-and-prostitution.eu/en/2016/11/02/the-german-model-is-producing-hellon-earth/
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But for the women, the prices have dropped. It’s now an average of €30 for sexual
intercourse in a brothel and €5 on the street. The women must pay around €160 a day for a
room in a brothel plus €25 a day in taxes. This means they have to serve six men before
starting to earn any money for themselves.
------------------------------http://www.feministcurrent.com/2016/05/09/legalization-has-turned-germany-into-thebordello-of-europe-we-should-be-ashamed/
http://www.trauma-and-prostitution.eu/en/2016/11/02/the-german-model-is-producing-hellon-earth/
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Practices are becoming more dangerous with less protection for the women. There are
“menus” where men can choose what they want from a long list, which includes things like
anal fist fucking, group sex, man shits on woman, two men to one woman, and flat-rate “all
you can eat” deals – although recent changes in the law have banned some of the more
extreme practices.
There’s now even a demand for pregnant women, who have to serve up to 40 men a day,
right up until they give birth.
------------------------------http://www.feministcurrent.com/2016/05/09/legalization-has-turned-germany-into-thebordello-of-europe-we-should-be-ashamed/
http://www.trauma-and-prostitution.eu/en/2016/11/02/the-german-model-is-producing-hellon-earth/
http://nordicmodelnow.org/2017/10/17/francine-sporenda-interviews-huschke-mau/
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Mega-brothels cater for up to 1,000 men at a time, and about 1.2 million men buy sex every
day. Germany is now a sex tourist destination. Buses transport men from the airport directly
to the mega-brothels, like the one shown here.
Police estimate there are half a million women in prostitution in Germany, of whom only 44
are registered. Most of the women come from poor communities in Eastern Europe, many
trafficked.
Women are shipped from town to town, because men want “fresh meat.” They live in the
brothels, eat and sleep in the same room they serve the punters.
They live under constant fear: of violent punters, of not earning enough to pay the daily
fixed costs, of getting sick, of getting pregnant, of the police, of the pimps, of the
competition…
A police inspector says the law has made Germany an Eldorado for traffickers, pimps and
brothel owners.
-------------------------------

http://www.feministcurrent.com/2016/05/09/legalization-has-turned-germany-into-thebordello-of-europe-we-should-be-ashamed/
http://www.trauma-and-prostitution.eu/en/2016/11/02/the-german-model-is-producing-hellon-earth/
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This slide shows a brothel in Germany next to a McDonalds. Notice the larger than lifesized photos of semi-naked women – with surgically modified breasts – in pornified poses.
No one can avoid seeing them.
Consider what this means for girls growing up, seeing such images. And what about boys?
How would it affect them?
Is equality between the sexes possible in such an environment? Is the idea of equality even
possible?
------------------------------http://www.feministcurrent.com/2016/05/09/legalization-has-turned-germany-into-thebordello-of-europe-we-should-be-ashamed/
http://www.trauma-and-prostitution.eu/en/2016/11/02/the-german-model-is-producing-hellon-earth/
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Ellen Templin, a dominatrix, explains how legalisation has changed things: “Since the
reform, adverts are more uninhibited, buyers more brutal. Now, if you say, ‘I don’t do that,’
they say, ‘Come on; don’t be so difficult, it’s your job.’
“Before it was forbidden to demand unprotected sex. Now, they want to piss on your face,
do it without protection, do it anally or orally. Before, buyers still had a guilty conscience.
That doesn’t exist anymore.”

------------------------------http://www.feministcurrent.com/2016/05/09/legalization-has-turned-germany-into-thebordello-of-europe-we-should-be-ashamed/
http://www.trauma-and-prostitution.eu/en/2016/11/02/the-german-model-is-producing-hellon-earth/
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A clinical psychologist specialising in trauma says: “The German model is producing hell
on earth. The lives and rights of the women are sacrificed, but for what? Are they defending
our democracy? Is it to protect our land from invasion or terrorism? No, these women are
sacrificed so that some men can have sex whenever they want.”
------------------------------Two journalists concluded that the intention to improve the position of prostitutes through
legalisation has in fact achieved the opposite. “Women have become a resource, to be used
as efficiently as possible for profit.”
http://www.worldcrunch.com/culture-society/has-legalized-prostitution-turnedgermany039s-government-into-a-pimp
http://www.trauma-and-prostitution.eu/en/2016/11/02/the-german-model-is-producing-hellon-earth/
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Many people say of course we don’t want what has happened in Germany. It has legalised
prostitution – which means it’s subject to regulations. The solution, they say, is full
decriminalisation, like they have in New Zealand. This means that the sex trade, including
its pimps, brothel keepers and profiteers, are decriminalised and taken outside regulation –
more or less.
And pimps and brothel owners, like John and Michael Chow shown here, are regarded as
respectable businessmen.
------------------------------http://www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/local-news/6876131/Super-brothel-a-curse-on-Auckland
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First let’s note New Zealand’s geographical location. Unlike Germany, which is in the heart
of Europe, New Zealand, a country with a population of only about 4.5 million, is uniquely
isolated. It’s nearest neighbour is Australia and on the other three sides is the vast expanse of
the Pacific Ocean.
Since the law changed, New Zealand has also become a sex tourist destination. However, its
isolation and the expense of getting there, mean numbers are relatively low. Were New
Zealand situated in Europe, no doubt numbers would be closer to Germany’s.
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New Zealand changed the law in the middle of 2003, when the Prostitution Reform Act
(known as the PRA) was passed. Before that, soliciting was illegal, along with pimping and
brothel keeping; and police violence and corruption were common. But within those
constraints the women were able to negotiate their own deals with punters, and maintain
clear boundaries, including banning kissing and not using condoms.
This all changed after the PRA. Brothels set the price through “all inclusives” and prices
fell. Men started expecting more, including anal, kissing, and no condoms. Where before the
men paid for the act – direct to the woman – now they pay the brothel, by the hour or half
hour, and they expect whatever they want as many times as possible within that time.
Although police violence is now less common, women seldom report pimp and punter
violence to the police.
People campaigning for the PRA wanted to improve things for the women – to give them
more power. But just like Germany, this hasn’t happened, and in fact it’s had the opposite
effect. More power has gone to the pimps and punters.
------------------------------http://melindatankardreist.com/2016/05/the-discrimination-we-face-and-the-services-weneed-to-exit-after-years-in-the-sex-industry-sabrinna-speaks-out-for-the-first-time/
http://logosjournal.com/2016/farley-2/
http://reneejg.net/2017/01/18/why-is-a-man-running-the-new-zealand-prostitutes-collective/
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Local authorities have some control over where the larger brothels are sited but not the
smaller ones that are classified as “Small Owner Operated Brothels” (or SOOBs). This
means that residents have no say about them opening up in their local area.
Think about the impact of having a brothel on your street or on the other side of the shared
wall in your block of flats. Would you want punters in your street or the communal stairs of
your block while girls are returning from school?

There’s been rapid expansion in the number of SOOBs, and in practice many are run by
pimps.
SOOBs are excluded from the official brothel data, which therefore gives a distorted view of
the reality.
------------------------------http://www.catwa.org.au/?page_id=73
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Since the change in the law there’s been a significant rise in reported rape, sexual assault
and other male violence against women and girls in the general population. This is not
surprising given there’s been an increase in the amount of prostitution, and what we have
seen about how it makes men more prone to sexual violence.
------------------------------This chart shows the New Zealand government’s publicly available crime data for reported
rapes and serious sexual assaults. It shows a significant upward trend at a time that most
other crimes were decreasing.
http://nordicmodelnow.org/2016/08/11/meme-about-new-zealand-since-the-fulldecriminalisation-of-the-sex-trade/
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Prostitution did not exist in New Zealand before the arrival of the white man in the mid-17th
Century. Everywhere Europeans went in the world, they took prostitution with them. And it
was an intrinsic part of the colonisation process – alienating the indigenous men from the
indigenous women, and making it harder for them to unite in resistance.
Māori and Pacific Islander women and children remain disproportionately represented in
prostitution in New Zealand, many as trafficking victims. The PRA has failed to stop this.

------------------------------http://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/research-papers/document/00PLSocRP12051/prostitutionlaw-reform-in-new-zealand
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/real-change-for-aboriginal-women-begins-withthe-end-of-prostitution/article22442349/
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11279379
http://reneejg.net/2017/02/19/the-wall-we-pay-for/
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It’s also failed to stop the prostitution of children, which remains a major problem. Let’s
hold the reason for this firmly in our minds. It happens because men are willing to pay to
rent children to sexually use and abuse.
Mama Tere Strickland, a community worker, said: “At least the old law kept a lid on the
numbers, but with no law on the streets, the pimps and gangs have moved in.”
The children typically have a background in family violence and sexual abuse.
------------------------------http://auckland.scoop.co.nz/2013/04/under-age-prostitution-in-south-auckland-concernsabout-safety-intimidation/
http://www.stuff.co.nz/nelson-mail/news/235734/Teenage-hookers-slip-into-shadow
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Rachel Moran was prostituted in Ireland for seven years from the age of 15. She’s written
about her experience, including a best-selling memoir, “Paid For.”
She spent time answering brothel phone lines, and says one of the commonest questions
was, “What age is the youngest girl you’ve got?” This has been confirmed by other women,
such as Jacqueline Gwynne, who was a receptionist in an Australian brothel.
Rachel says, “When I was fifteen I was FAR more in demand than I was at twenty-two, even
though at twenty-two I was slim, pretty, and an extremely youthful woman; but therein lay
the problem. I was a woman.”
Legalisation or full decriminalisation doesn’t change the fact that what most punters prize
most highly are the youngest and least experienced girls.
------------------------------http://theprostitutionexperience.com/?p=135
http://www.spaceintl.org/
https//www.amazon.co.uk/d/Books/Paid-My-Journey-Through-Prostitution/0393351971/
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Let’s take a few moments to look at the connections between child sexual abuse and
prostitution.
We saw earlier, that studies of women in prostitution invariably find that a large proportion
were sexually abused as children. Rebecca Mott, who we saw earlier, has talked about the
club where she was first prostituted at the age of 14. There were many underage girls there,
but the pimps were looking for a particular type of girl: the type of girl who hates herself;
the one who’s already been broken; the one who thinks pleasing others is all she’s good for.
------------------------------http://thefeministahood.wordpress.com/2015/11/20/the-child-abuse-prostitution-continuum/
http://rebeccamott.net/
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/10/27/us/27runaways.html
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But here’s the thing: It works the other way too. The dynamics of prostitution mirrors the
dynamics of child abuse.
Rebecca Mott, a survivor we saw earlier, says, “Punters don’t think the violence they do is
real – because they view the women as sub-human. So it’s nothing happening to nothing.”
Neurological science shows that repeated experiences change the organisation of the brain.
The more we do something, the stronger the effect. This means that the more a man buys
women in prostitution, the more his sense of entitlement is reinforced, and the more his
empathy for women and children is eroded. So eventually these attitudes colour all his
interactions with women and children. And this weakens the mental barriers to sexually
abusing children.
------------------------------http://ressourcesprostitution.wordpress.com/2015/10/26/i-survived-prostitution-by-killingall-my-emotions-painted-on-the-happy-hooker-smile-learned-to-fake-orgasms/
Artwork by Suzzan Blac:
http://www.suzzanb.com/the_things_that_people_dont_like_to_talk_about.php
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So to summarise, what happens when a country legalises or fully decriminalises the sex
trade? In practice, there are more similarities than differences between the two approaches.
Both legitimise and normalise prostitution, which invariably leads to an increase in the
number of punters, and of women and girls drawn into it, and of profits for pimps. This
leads to more sex trafficking.
Power tends to move further from the women to the pimps and punters, so prices drop, and
unprotected and dangerous behaviours increase.
The status of all women is diminished, and there’s typically an increase in rape and male
violence against women and children in the general population.
------------------------------http://www.embracedignity.org/uploads/10Reasons.pdf
http://johnstompers.com/2014/11/from-norway-to-new-zealand-pro-prostitution-research-isits-own-worst-enemy/
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Now we’ll look at the harm reduction approach. It’s based on the idea that prostitution’s
inevitable and it just needs a few measures to reduce the harm involved.
The National Ugly Mugs organisation epitomises this approach. They keep a register of
punter attacks and circulate them with the aim of helping women identify and avoid bad
punters (the “ugly mugs”). They also help women report incidents to the police.
There’s obviously some merit in this. However, the approach is based on the “bad apple”
theory – that there’s nothing wrong with the system itself, there are just a few bad apples.
But as we have seen, prostitution is inherently violent, coercive, and dehumanising, and can
never be safe.
It’s noteworthy that Steve Wright, a punter who killed five prostituted women in Ipswich 10
years ago, would not have been recognised as an “ugly mug” – because the women didn’t
live to report him.
------------------------------http://uknswp.org/um/
http://logosjournal.com/2016/farley-2/
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Another “harm reduction” approach is to provide safety tips, like these ones.
Notice the tip to tie up long hair. A number of jobs make you do that – for example, kitchen
work. But which job makes you to tie up your hair so men can’t use it to drag you along
with?
On first sight, “harm reduction” is laudable. But the more you look at it, the more it starts to
look like harm perpetuation. It uses up resources that could be used for exit and education
programmes. By appearing to make things better, it tacitly accepts the continuation of an
inherently harmful practice. People in the sector seldom, if ever, question a man’s right to
buy sexual access to women – no matter what the cost to those women and the community.
Most “harm reduction” organisations in the UK are campaigning for full decriminalisation
like they have in New Zealand.
------------------------------http://basisyorkshire.org.uk/sex-work-project/street-sexworkers/safety-ugly-mugs/
Accessed 30 January 2017
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And like the decriminalised zone in Holbeck in Leeds, where prostitution can operate
without fear of police attention between certain hours.
It was given the go ahead to continue indefinitely last year, in spite of widespread
unpopularity with local residents and business owners, and the fact that a punter murdered
Daria Pionko in the zone during the trial period.
This is the approach favoured by National Ugly Mugs, who’ve put it forward to the police
as a model for the rest of the country. We think it’s a mistake.
------------------------------http://www.yorkshireeveningpost.co.uk/news/crime/exclusive-legal-red-light-zone-here-tostay-in-leeds-1-8040960
http://www.yorkshireeveningpost.co.uk/news/managed-red-light-district-in-leeds-hailed-asuccess-1-7388043
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This slide shows a 1976 protest about the dangers of asbestos. Health fears had already been
raised by 1918 when the photo we saw earlier was taken; and by the 1950s they were
beyond doubt. Yet a full ban didn’t come into force in the UK until decades later.
Mosaic Science dot com explains why the ban took so long: “scientific deception and
betrayal, greed, political collusion, the power of propaganda, and, above all, willingness to
subject hundreds of thousands of vulnerable people to severe illness and even death in the
pursuit of profit.”
------------------------------http://mosaicscience.com/story/killer-dust
http://mosaicscience.com/extra/age-asbestos
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Tactics used by the asbestos lobby included:
• Redefining things – for example, they redefined white asbestos as entirely different and
safer than other forms.
• They established lobbying organisations under names that implied neutrality, such as the
Asbestos Research Council.
• They vilified and harassed scientists who published inconvenient results.

• And like the tobacco industry, they hired scientists to claim there were no risks, or only
very small and occasional ones.
• And they took advantage of the fact that the victims were mostly poor and working class.
------------------------------http://mosaicscience.com/story/killer-dust
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We see similar tactics being used by the sex trade lobby. They redefine things to obscure the
reality and have set up lobby groups under neutral sounding names. We’ll look at those
tactics in a minute.
The harassment and vilification of those who campaign against the sex trade, particularly
survivors of prostitution, is a matter of public record.
There are many examples of academics who are funded by the sex trade lobby or
sympathetic funding bodies.
And of course the lobby takes advantage of the fact that the vast majority of those in
prostitution are so marginalised they seldom have an opportunity to make their voices heard
at all.

---------------------------------------------http://www.feministcurrent.com/2015/06/09/the-sex-industrys-attack-on-feminists/
http://theconversation.com/sex-trade-survivors-deserve-the-chance-to-speak-57429
http://www.tasa.org.au/survivors-fit-australian-sex-industry-research/
http://www.nswp.org/research-sex-work
http://prostitutionresearch.com/pre_blog/2012/06/28/pimps_will_be_pimps_part_2_of/
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The sex trade lobby has redefined prostitution as “sex work” and prostitutes as “sex
workers,” and pushed to get these terms into mainstream use. Many people innocently think
these terms are more respectful. But they imply that prostitution is innocuous and is work
like any other type of work, when nothing could be further from the truth. As we saw from
the Australian survivor’s testimony earlier, it was this idea that made her think there was
something wrong with her if she didn’t like it.
Separating “voluntary” from “forced” prostitution is a similar tactic, which implies that only
“forced” prostitution is a problem – when, as we have seen, all prostitution is damaging
and is seldom – if ever – a real, free, choice for the women in it.
Another example is the redefinition of the problem as “stigma.” This suggests that there’s
nothing wrong with prostitution itself, and the problem is simply people’s attitudes to it.
---------------------------------------------http://nordicmodelnow.org/about/terminology/
Impact of legitimising prostitution as work: http://logosjournal.com/2014/watson/
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And just like the asbestos lobby, there are organisations with neutral sounding names, like
the International Union of Sex Workers, which give the impression they’re fighting for
better conditions for those in prostitution, when in fact their focus is lobbying for
prostitution to be accepted as work and for full decriminalisation.[1]
Some of these groups are actually led by pimps and have infiltrated high profile human
rights organisations. For example, the Global Network of Sex Work Projects (NSWP), under
vice president, Alejandra Gil, who has now been jailed for sex trafficking, was appointed
co-chair of a UN advisory group and succeeded in bringing in a UNAIDS policy promoting
full decriminalisation.[2]
Douglas Fox, a key figure in the International Union of Sex Workers, who’s also been
arrested for pimping, initiated the drive, also successful, to get Amnesty International to
develop a policy in favour of full decriminalisation.[3]
---------------------------------------------1. http://logosjournal.com/2016/farley-2/
2. http://www.faber.co.uk/blog/a-human-rights-scandal-by-kat-banyard/
3. http://thefeministahood.wordpress.com/2015/08/24/what-amnesty-did-wrong/
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Sex trade vested interests are even more numerous and intertwined than those of the
asbestos industry.
There is, of course, the whole sexual exploitation industry, which is worth £ billions. But
there are also many businesses and individuals underpinning it, like the banking and IT
industries, taxi drivers, security guards, pimps, traffickers, receptionists, laundries. The
NGOs who get grants to undertake HIV and harm prevention work; the “Belle de Jour”
types who carve out a niche for themselves glamorising the reality; the academics and
researchers who produce the studies that insist that prostitution is a form of female
empowerment. The governments who enjoy the tax revenues and increased GDP, and the
way that prostitution’s role as last ditch option for destitute women absolves them of
providing proper social security.
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And then there are men. We know that not all men are punters. But all men know that
prostitution’s available to them any time they need their ego building up, or someone to
offload their frustration on.
And at some level they know that prostitution shores up the inequality between men and
women, from which they derive such benefit – just like the prevalence of rape and sexual
harassment does.
---------------------------------------------http://thefeministahood.wordpress.com/2014/11/09/feminist-primer/
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But there is another way of looking at this: that prostitution ultimately makes men less
happy.
Harvard recently completed the longest study on men’s life satisfaction that’s ever been
done. Their overwhelming conclusion was that it was the quality and warmth of personal,
family and community relationships throughout their lives that was the single most
important factor in determining the men’s life satisfaction, and even their physical health
and financial stability.
Prostitution erodes the quality and warmth of these relationships. It’s time to end it.
---------------------------------------------http://www.elephantjournal.com/2016/06/a-70-year-harvard-study-on-men-concludes-thisone-thing/
http://www.gq.com/story/cure-men-who-pay-for-sex-end-prostitution
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So now we get to the Nordic Model. As a case study, we’ll look at Sweden, which
introduced it first – in 1999.
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But first let’s recap the key features of the Nordic Model:
1. It completely decriminalises all those who are prostituted.
2. It provides services to help them leave.
3. And prostitution buying becomes a criminal offence – with the key aim of deterring the
men.
It also includes provisions to clamp down on pimps and traffickers.
------------------------------http://nordicmodelnow.org/what-is-the-nordic-model/
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It was introduced in Sweden after extensive research, including in-depth interviews with
prostituted women. Even though the researchers were experienced social scientists, they
were shocked by what the women told them: of having to dissociate while the punters used
them, and how this became harder to maintain over time, so eventually they were left
feeling worthless, dirty and disgusting.
The researchers felt despair at the women’s suffering, and the punters’ lack of understanding
of the consequences of their actions.
They realised it made no sense to criminalise the women who invariably came from a
background of hardship. And then someone had the idea of making prostitution buying a
criminal offense to deter the men. There was huge opposition to the idea at first, but
gradually it came to be recognised that, combined with high-quality services to help the
women rebuild their lives, it had the potential of radically changing social norms.
------------------------------http://nordicmodelnow.org/what-is-the-nordic-model/
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A key aim of any law is to help shape social norms. Laws make it clear what society
considers unacceptable, and discourages people from doing those things. The Nordic
Model’s no different. It makes it clear that prostitution buying is wrong and has sanctions
that discourage people from doing it.
Society’s values do change over time. We used to think, for example, that smoking was
harmless, but then we learnt that even passive smoking is harmful, and eventually we
changed the law to ban smoking in workplaces.
In the run up to the change, there was resistance. But the day came and everyone who
wanted to smoke in the pub moved outside. By the end of the week, even the smokers said
how much nicer it was that the pub was no longer full of smoke, and we wondered why we
didn’t change the law sooner.
------------------------------http://nordicmodelnow.org/what-is-the-nordic-model/
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So how did they do it in Sweden? Let’s look at how they implemented it:
• Training for the police and officials
• A public information campaign, and education in schools
• Investing in, and prioritising, the policing of punters, pimps, brothel keeping, and sex
trafficking
• Funding for high quality services for those in prostitution
• Addressing poverty and inequality
Simon Häggström, a Swedish detective inspector who works on implementing the law in
Sweden talks about all of this in his new book.
------------------------------• http://nordicmodelnow.org/what-is-the-nordic-model/
• http://www.amazon.com/Shadows-Law-Detective-Inspector-Prostitution/dp/9188153207
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And what have been the results? Well, this is what independent evaluations have found:
 Significant decreases in the amount of prostitution taking place – during a period it was
rapidly increasing in most other European countries.
 No evidence it’s gone “underground” as the sex trade lobby claims. After all, prostitution
relies on punters being able to find the women. And if they can find them, so can
researchers.
 Sweden is now seen as a hostile destination by international sex traffickers.
 And in spite of initial resistance, the law now has widespread public support.
------------------------------• http://www.catwa.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2016/12/NMIN_briefing_on_Sweden_July_16.pdf
• http://www.cbc.ca/player/play/2695234815/
• http://digitalcommons.law.seattleu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1814&context=sjsj
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And unlike what we saw in Germany and New Zealand, the balance of power has shifted
towards the women. Punters know the women can report them, and so they’re less likely to
be violent or leave without paying, and are more likely to use a condom and stay within the
agreed boundaries.
The quote here is from a talk Simon Häggström gave in the House of Commons in July
2016. As mentioned, he’s a police officer who arrests punters. During an arrest, a police
officer talks to the woman to check she’s OK, making it clear they’re not going to arrest her
or take her money. Simon said that this quote is typical of what the women say: that the
Swedish law is bad for their business but it’s good for their safety.
And if business is bad, the services do provide other options.
------------------------------• http://digitalcommons.law.seattleu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1814&context=sjsj
• http://www.cbc.ca/player/play/2695234815/
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All those in prostitution in Sweden have access to specialist units that help them with
housing, retraining, financial assistance, and psychosocial support. These services are
welcoming, non-judgemental, free, are provided for as long as necessary, and there’s no
compulsion – legal or otherwise – to use the services, or to leave prostitution.
A midwife who works in the Stockholm unit talks about how when the women initially
come, they’re unfamiliar with putting their own needs first because they’re so used to being
used. Let’s be quiet for a moment and let the pain of that sink in.
------------------------------• http://digitalcommons.law.seattleu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1814&context=sjsj
• http://www.cbc.ca/player/play/2695234815/
• http://lawc.on.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Choosing-the-Nordic-Model-Final.pdf
• http://www.catwa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/NORDIC-MODEL-2017-bookletFINAL-single-page.pdf
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Anyway, you may be thinking, that’s all very well and good, but what about the expense of
it all?
To address that, let’s look at the economic realities of what happened in Ipswich, where
within the space of a few weeks in late 2006, a punter murdered five prostituted women. In
the aftermath, local people were determined it would never happen again, and realised this
meant they had to end street prostitution in the area.

The police used kerb crawling legislation to clamp down on punters. Instead of arresting the
women, they directed them to local agencies who provided support and exiting assistance.
This strategy corresponds to the three key planks of the Nordic Model.
An independent evaluation concluded it was successful in achieving its aims and that every
£1 spent, saved £2 of public money, because there were lower criminal justice and social
support costs.
------------------------------http://nordicmodelnow.org/facts-about-prostitution/fact-the-nordic-model-approach-is-costeffective/
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You may be feeling overwhelmed by what you’ve learned in this presentation and may be
wondering what to do about it. We believe that together we can make change happen. But to
do that, we need to raise awareness of the issues and that the Nordic Model provides an
equality and human rights based solution.
Here are some ideas of what you can do.
Raise awareness: talk to your friends and colleagues. Arrange a presentation of this
slideshow to your local community, church, activist or union group or branch. If you aren’t
comfortable presenting it yourself, get in touch with Nordic Model Now! who can provide
speakers.
You may want to write to your MP, local councillors, mayor and police chief (or even better
go and visit them).
You may want to propose a motion calling on your political party or union or other
organisation to support the Nordic Model.
------------------------------http://nordicmodelnow.org/2017/10/30/model-clp-motion-in-support-of-the-nordic-model/
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That brings us to the end of this presentation.
If you go to the Nordic Model Now! website, you’ll find a PDF handout, providing links to
the research studies we’ve quoted and to further information on the various topics covered.
------------------------------Visit our website: http://nordicmodelnow.org/
Follow us on Twitter: http://twitter.com/nordicmodelnow
Like our Facebook page: http://www.facebook.com/nordicmodelnow/
Consider making a donation to support our work: http://nordicmodelnow.org/about/donate/
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------------------------------Nordic Model Now! would like to thank everyone who has helped develop this presentation
– those who have given permission to quote their powerful words and use their photos and
artwork; those who have made helpful suggestions for improvements; those who have
checked it for accuracy – and everyone else who has contributed in so many different ways.
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